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Annex to the identical letters dated 27 December 2021 from the
Permanent Representative of Lebanon to the United Nations
addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the
Security Council
Land violations committed in October 2021
Date

Time

Nature of violation

1 October

–

Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as
follows: 18 in Yarun, 1 in Marwahin, 12 in Duhayrah, 17 in Hula
and 36 in Amra.

0800–1100

The sound of explosions, the cause of which is unknown,
emanated from inside the occupied Shab‘a Farms.

1430

An Israeli enemy patrol abducted Muhammad Atawi as he was
grazing livestock on the outskirts of the town of Shab‘a, in
Saddanah district, opposite point OP4 belonging to the Indian
contingent of the United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon
(UNIFIL). The shepherd was released at 2327 hours in Jabal
al-Rus locality, on the outskirts of the town of Shab‘a, opposite
observation post OP4.

0800

In occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of Udaysah and
point TP36(2), an Israeli enemy patrol consisting of 17
individuals in military clothing accompanied by a dog approached
and conducted a patrol along the dirt road from the
aforementioned point to point TP37. Then, several of the patrol
members opened a metal gate in the technical fence, whereupon
seven patrol members took up positions inside the emplacement
situated at the site, while the other 10 took up positions along the
dirt road and pointed their weapons towards Lebanese territory.

0930

An Israeli enemy patrol consisting of a Humvee, a Merkava tank,
a trench digger and a bulldozer stopped inside the occupied
Shab‘a Farms, in the area of Saddanah, opposite Birkat al-Naqqar.
Enemy personnel, escorted by soldiers who deployed in the area
and took up combat positions, used two trench diggers to continue
levelling the dirt road leading to Tallat al-Saddanah, in the
direction of the enemy’s Ruwaysat al-Alam position, and filled in
the trench next to the road. At 1645 hours, the work ended and the
patrol left in the direction of the Ruwaysat al-Alam position in the
occupied Shab‘a Farms.

2230

In occupied Palestinian territory, opposite the town of Wazzani,
near point OP8, an Israeli enemy patrol comprising a Humvee
vehicle approached. An individual in military clothing
disembarked and fired his weapon into the air towards Lebanese
territory, without anyone injuring anyone. The patrol left in the
direction of occupied territory at 2245 hours.

–

Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as
follows: 8 in Alma al-Sha‘b, 41 in Yarun, 21 in Marwahin, 18 in
Duhayrah, 15 in Amra and 3 in Hula.

3 October

4 October
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6 October
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Time

Nature of violation

0700

In occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of Udaysah and
point TP36(2), an Israeli enemy patrol consisting of 16
individuals in military clothing accompanied by a dog approached
and conducted a patrol along the dirt road from the
aforementioned point to point TP37. Then, several of the patrol
members opened a metal gate in the technical fence, whereupon
six patrol members took up positions inside the emplacement
situated at the site, while the other 10 took up positions along the
dirt road and pointed their weapons towards Lebanese territory.

1200

From inside occupied Palestinian territory, opposite points B31
and BP12(1) and the town of Ayta al-Sha‘b, Israeli enemy
personnel pointed their weapons towards Lebanese Army soldiers.

1322

From inside occupied Palestinian territory, opposite points B31
and BP12(1) and the town of Ayta al-Sha‘b, Israeli enemy
personnel pointed their weapons towards Lebanese Army soldiers.

1650–1750

The sound of explosions, the cause of which is unknown,
emanated from inside the occupied Shab‘a Farms.

1919

From occupied territory, Israeli enemy personnel fired seven flare
shells over the occupied village of Ghajar, of which five fell in
Lebanese territory, outside the town of Majidiyah.

–

Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as
follows: 12 in Alma al-Sha‘b, 17 in Marwahin, 5 in Duhayrah,
21 in Yarun, 18 in Markaba, 34 in Amra and 6 in Hula.

0700

In occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of Udaysah and
point TP36(2), an Israeli enemy patrol consisting of 16
individuals in military clothing accompanied by a dog approached
and conducted a patrol along the dirt road from the
aforementioned point to point TP37. Then, several of the patrol
members opened a metal gate in the technical fence, whereupon
six patrol members took up positions inside the emplacement
situated at the site, while the other 10 took up positions along the
dirt road and pointed their weapons towards Lebanese territory.

0900–1500

The sound of explosions, the cause of which is unknown,
emanated from inside the occupied Shab‘a Farms.

–

Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as
follows: 12 in Marwahin, 14 in Duhayrah, 30 in Yarun, 21 in
Markaba, 7 in Hula and 7 in Amra.

0730

In occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of Udaysah and
point TP36(2), an Israeli enemy patrol consisting of 16
individuals in military clothing accompanied by a dog approached
and conducted a patrol along the dirt road from the
aforementioned point to point TP37. Then, several of the patrol
members opened a metal gate in the technical fence, whereupon
six patrol members took up positions inside the emplacement
situated at the site, while the other 10 took up positions along the
dirt road and pointed their weapons towards Lebanese territory.
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7 October

–

Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as
follows: 22 in Marwahin, 8 in Duhayrah, 32 in Yarun, 1 in Rab
al-Thalathin, 4 in Arab al-Luwayzah, 18 in Amra, 22 in Markaba
and 6 in Hula.

0700

In occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of Udaysah and
point TP36(2), an Israeli enemy patrol consisting of 22
individuals in military clothing accompanied by a dog approached
and conducted a patrol along the dirt road from the
aforementioned point to point TP37. Then, several of the patrol
members opened a metal gate in the technical fence, whereupon
10 patrol members took up positions inside the emplacement
situated at the site, while the other 12 took up positions along the
dirt road and pointed their weapons towards Lebanese territory.

2240

Opposite Sahl al-Khiyam, at point B93, an Israeli enemy patrol
comprising four vehicles approached from occupied territory.
Some 20 soldiers disembarked and fired two round and five flare
shells that fell in Lebanese territory.

–

Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as
follows: 4 in Marwahin, 24 in Yarun, 3 in Arab al-Luwayzah and
26 in Amra.

2335

The Israeli enemy, from its position west of Ghajar, fired two
flare shells that fell in Lebanese territory, near Wazzani.

9 October

–

Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as
follows: 17 in Marwahin and 11 in Duhayrah.

10 October

0700

In occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of Udaysah and
point TP36(2), an Israeli enemy patrol consisting of 15
individuals in military clothing accompanied by a dog approached
and conducted a patrol along the dirt road from the
aforementioned point to point TP37. Then, several of the patrol
members opened a metal gate in the technical fence, whereupon
10 patrol members took up positions inside the emplacement
situated at the site, while the other five took up positions along
the dirt road and pointed their weapons towards Lebanese
territory.

1245

A fire broke out on the outskirts of the town of Blida, near point
B29. The blaze, which spread in the direction of points BP28(2)
and B60, covered an area of dunums on the Lebanese side and
caused four landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy to
explode. The fired was extinguished by the Civil Defence, a
Lebanese Army patrol and the Nepalese contingent of UNIFIL.

–

Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as
follows: 16 in Alma al-Sha‘b, 17 in Marwahin, 4 in Duhayrah,
16 in Yarun, 3 in Markaba and 8 in Arab al-Luwayzah.

8 October

11 October
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13 October

Time

Nature of violation

0700

In occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of Udaysah and
point TP36(2), an Israeli enemy patrol consisting of 14
individuals in military clothing approached and conducted a
patrol along the dirt road from the aforementioned point to point
TP37. Then, several of the patrol members opened a metal gate in
the technical fence, whereupon eight patrol members took up
positions inside the emplacement situated at the site, while the
other six took up positions along the dirt road and pointed their
weapons towards Lebanese territory.

1950

In occupied Palestinian territory, opposite points B67 and B67(1),
an Israeli enemy patrol comprising four vehicles stopped opposite
the aforementioned points. Several soldiers disembarked from the
vehicles and directed a searchlight towards Lebanese territory.

–

Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as
follows: 10 in Marwahin, 2 in Duhayrah, 18 in Yarun, 44 in Amra,
27 in Hula and 17 in Markaba.

0700

In occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of Udaysah and
point TP36(2), an Israeli enemy patrol consisting of 16
individuals in military clothing conducted a patrol along the dirt
road from the aforementioned point to point TP37. Then, several
of the patrol members opened a metal gate in the technical fence,
whereupon 10 patrol members took up positions inside the
emplacement situated at the site, while the other five took up
positions along the dirt road and pointed their weapons towards
Lebanese territory.

–

Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as
follows: 6 in Alma al-Sha‘b, 24 in Marwahin, 12 in Duhayrah, 26
in Yarun, 15 in Amra, 8 in Arab al-Luwayzah, 5 in Hula and 8 in
Markaba.

0700

In occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of Udaysah and
point TP36(2), an Israeli enemy patrol consisting of 16
individuals in military clothing conducted a patrol along the dirt
road from the aforementioned point to point TP37. Then, several
of the patrol members opened a metal gate in the technical fence,
whereupon 10 patrol members took up positions inside the
emplacement situated at the site, while the other six took up
positions along the dirt road and pointed their weapons towards
Lebanese territory.

0830

Four civilian vehicles and three military vehicles arrived from the
Israeli enemy position east of Markaba. Some 15 soldiers
disembarked and put up an awning, placed plastic chairs and
raised green and black flags. Meanwhile, the cannon of a Merkava
tank was pointed towards Lebanese territory.
At 1220 hours, the enemy soldiers engaged in an exercise, during
which they fired three flares, a smoke bomb and several bursts of
gunfire.
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Seven civilian vehicles and 10 military vehicles arrived at 1300
hours. Approximately 60 individuals in military clothing
disembarked and from the vehicles and stood under the awning.
An exercise was the conducted, during which three flares, a
smoke bomb and several bursts of gunfire were fired. The
exercise ended at 1310 hours.
14 October

6/19

–

Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as
follows: 22 in Mays al-Jabal, 9 in Alma al-Sha‘b, 8 in Marwahin,
1 in Duhayrah, 21 in Yarun, 10 in Amra, 4 in Arab al-Luwayzah,
30 in Hula and 4 in Markaba.

0700

In occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of Udaysah and
point TP36(2), an Israeli enemy patrol consisting of 18
individuals in military clothing conducted a patrol along the dirt
road from the aforementioned point to point TP37. Then, several
of the patrol members opened a metal gate in the technical fence,
whereupon 10 patrol members took up positions inside the
emplacement situated at the site, while the other eight took up
positions along the dirt road and pointed their weapons towards
Lebanese territory.

15 October

–

Some 14 landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy in Mays
al-Jabal were detonated.

17 October

0700

In occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of Udaysah and
point TP36(2), an Israeli enemy patrol consisting of 20
individuals in military clothing conducted a patrol along the dirt
road from the aforementioned point to point TP37. Then, several
of the patrol members opened a metal gate in the technical fence,
whereupon 10 patrol members took up positions inside the
emplacement situated at the site, while the other 10 took up
positions along the dirt road and pointed their weapons towards
Lebanese territory.

18 October

–

Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as
follows: 18 in Yarun, 18 in Amra, 20 in Hula and 8 in Markaba.

0700

In occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of Udaysah and
point TP36(2), an Israeli enemy patrol consisting of 20
individuals in military clothing conducted a patrol along the dirt
road from the aforementioned point to point TP37. Then, several
of the patrol members opened a metal gate in the technical fence,
whereupon 10 patrol members took up positions inside the
emplacement situated at the site, while the other 10 took up
positions along the dirt road and pointed their weapons towards
Lebanese territory.

1400

As the Israeli enemy was engaged in construction work in
occupied Palestinian territory, opposite the town of Udaysah, near
point TP37, an enemy soldiers fired his weapon into the air
towards Lebanese territory. No one was harmed in the incident.
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2310–2330

The sound of explosions, the cause of which is unknown,
emanated from inside the occupied Shab‘a Farms.

–

Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as
follows: 15 in Mays al-Jabal, 11 in Alma al-Sha‘b, 12 in Yarun,
18 in Amra, 3 in Arab al-Luwayzah, 42 in Hula, 11 in Markaba,
29 in Marwahin and 11 in Duhayrah.

0700

In occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of Udaysah and
point TP36(2), an Israeli enemy patrol consisting of 20
individuals in military clothing conducted a patrol along the dirt
road from the aforementioned point to point TP37. Then, several
of the patrol members opened a metal gate in the technical fence,
whereupon 10 patrol members took up positions inside the
emplacement situated at the site, while the other 10 took up
positions along the dirt road and pointed their weapons towards
Lebanese territory.

–

Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as
follows: 9 in Alma al-Sha‘b, 17 in Yarun, 8 in Amra, 22 in Hula,
14 in Markaba, 10 in Marwahin and 1 in Duhayrah.

0730

In occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of Udaysah and
point TP36(2), an Israeli enemy patrol consisting of 16
individuals in military clothing conducted a patrol along the dirt
road from the aforementioned point to point TP37. Then, several
of the patrol members opened a metal gate in the technical fence,
whereupon 10 patrol members took up positions inside the
emplacement situated at the site, while the other six took up
positions along the dirt road and pointed their weapons towards
Lebanese territory.

0915

In occupied Palestinian territory, opposite the town of Kafr Kila,
at the Israeli enemy Jabal al-Tayyarah position, the cannon of a
Merkava tank was pointed towards Lebanese territory until 1015
hours.

–

Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as
follows: 12 in Mays al-Jabal, 24 in Marwahin, 8 in Duhayrah,
20 in Yarun, 1 in Rab al-Thalathin, 36 in Hula, 7 in Markaba,
18 in Amra and 7 in Arab al-Luwayzah.

0900–1000

The rumble of explosions emanated from inside the occupied
Shab‘a Farms.

0915

In occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of Udaysah and
point TP36(2), an Israeli enemy patrol consisting of 11
individuals in military clothing approached and conducted a
patrol along the dirt road from the aforementioned point to point
TP37. Then, several of the patrol members opened a metal gate in
the technical fence, whereupon seven patrol members took up
positions inside the emplacement situated at the site, while the
other four took up positions along the dirt road and pointed their
weapons towards Lebanese territory.
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1200

In occupied Palestinian territory, opposite the town of Udaysah,
an Israeli enemy soldier came into sight on the dirt road opposite
point TP37. He breached the Blue Line by 1 m and then armed his
weapon and pointed it towards a Lebanese citizen. When a
Lebanese Army patrol arrived on the scene, the enemy soldier
pointed his weapon towards the patrol and then returned to his
post.

22 October

–

Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as
follows: 20 in Mays al-Jabal, 32 in Alma al-Sha‘b, 13 in
Marwahin, 11 in Duhayrah, 40 in Hula, 12 in Markaba and 20 in
Amra.

25 October

–

Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as
follows: 18 in Mays al-Jabal, 17 in Marwahin, 2 in Duhayrah, 4 in
Hula, 8 in Markaba, 21 in Amra and 26 in Yarun.

0730

In occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of Udaysah and
point TP36(2), an Israeli enemy patrol consisting of 13
individuals in military clothing approached and conducted a
patrol along the dirt road from the aforementioned point to point
TP37. Then, several of the patrol members opened a metal gate in
the technical fence, whereupon seven patrol members took up
positions inside the emplacement situated at the site, while the
other six took up positions along the dirt road and pointed their
weapons towards Lebanese territory.

2230

The sound of several bursts of gunfire from military weapons
emanated from area around the Radar position, in the occupied
Shab‘a Farms.

–

Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as
follows: 11 in Mays al-Jabal, 29 in Marwahin, 12 in Duhayrah,
27 in Hula, 9 in Markaba, 13 in Amra and 26 in Yarun.

0700

In occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of Udaysah and
point TP36(2), an Israeli enemy patrol consisting of 16
individuals in military clothing approached and conducted a
patrol along the dirt road from the aforementioned point to point
TP37. Then, several of the patrol members opened a metal gate in
the technical fence, whereupon seven patrol members took up
positions inside the emplacement situated at the site, while the
other nine took up positions along the dirt road and pointed their
weapons towards Lebanese territory.

0930

Inside the occupied Shab‘a Farms, in the locality of Jabal al-Rus,
an Israeli army patrol comprising a Humvee vehicle, a Merkava
tank, a trench excavator and a bulldozer levelled the dirt road
leading to the enemy’s Ruwaysat al-Alam position. The patrol
was accompanied by soldiers, who deployed around the site. The
vehicles left at 1630 hours and headed to the aforementioned
position.

26 October
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1445

Approximately 30 soldiers were observed near a new tank post
inside the occupied Shab‘a Farms, near the Israeli enemy’s
Ruwaysat al-Alam position. Between 1507 and 1514 hours, three
soldiers crossed the line of withdrawal and entered into Lebanese
territory near Kafr Shuba. The soldiers left at 1515 hours and
headed towards the enemy’s Ruwaysat al-Alam position.

–

Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as
follows: 18 in Mays al-Jabal, 2 in Bustan, 24 in Marwahin, 26 in
Duhayrah, 16 in Yarun, 10 in Markaba and 50 in Hula.

0700

In occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of Udaysah and
point TP36(2), an Israeli enemy patrol consisting of 14
individuals in military clothing approached and conducted a
patrol along the dirt road from the aforementioned point to point
TP37. Then, several of the patrol members opened a metal gate in
the technical fence, whereupon seven patrol members took up
positions inside the emplacement situated at the site, while the
other seven took up positions along the dirt road and pointed their
weapons towards Lebanese territory.

1530

An Israeli army patrol abducted Ibrahim al-Muhammad, a minor,
as he was grazing livestock on the outskirts of the town of
Wazzani, near point OP8 belonging to the Spanish contingent of
UNIFIL. He was released at 2140 hours opposite the town of
Sardah, near point BP38(1).

–

Landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy were detonated as
follows: 1 in Bustan, 38 in Marwahin, 5 in Duhayrah, 50 in Yarun,
16 in Amra, 1 in Rab al-Thalathin, 10 in Markaba, 43 in Mays
al-Jabal and 16 in Alma al-Sha‘b.

0700

In occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of Udaysah and
point TP36(2), an Israeli enemy patrol consisting of 12
individuals in military clothing approached and conducted a
patrol along the dirt road from the aforementioned point to point
TP37. Then, several of the patrol members opened a metal gate in
the technical fence, whereupon seven patrol members took up
positions inside the emplacement situated at the site, while the
other five took up positions along the dirt road and pointed their
weapons towards Lebanese territory.

1130

As the civilian Hani Ghadban was tending an olive orchard
belonging to the civilian Abbas Zahr al-Din outside the town of
Mays al-Jabal, opposite points B64(1) and B65, an enemy solider
fired six rounds from a military weapon over Ghadban’s head, in
order to intimidate him. No one was harmed in the incident.

–

Some 22 landmines left behind by the Israeli enemy in Marwahin
were detonated.
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1300

Near point B82, opposite Kafr Kila, an Israeli enemy civilian bus
approached from occupied Palestinian territory. Some 40
individuals in civilian clothing disembarked, scouted the area and
took pictures of the Lebanese side. They left in the direction of
occupied territory at 1330 hours.

1850

At point B90, opposite Sahl al-Khiyam, an Israeli army patrol
comprising five military vehicles approached from occupied
Palestinian territory. The patrol members fired into the air over
Lebanese territory. No one was hurt in the incident. At 1900
hours, six flare shells were fired that fell in Lebanese territory.

30 October

1330

Opposite the town of Wazzani, near point OP8 belonging to the
Spanish contingent of UNIFIL, an Israeli enemy military vehicle
approached from occupied territory. Four persons in military
clothing disembarked and fired two rounds from their weapons
into the air towards Lebanese territory. The vehicle left in the
direction of occupied territory at 1345 hours.

31 October

0700

In occupied Lebanese territory, opposite the town of Udaysah and
point TP36(2), an Israeli enemy patrol consisting of 10
individuals in military clothing approached and conducted a
patrol along the dirt road from the aforementioned point to point
TP37. Then, several of the patrol members opened a metal gate in
the technical fence, whereupon six patrol members took up
positions inside the emplacement situated at the site, while the
other four took up positions along the dirt road and pointed their
weapons towards Lebanese territory.
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Sea violations committed in October 2021
Date

Time

Nature of violation

1 October

0620

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) of 1 October 2011 for 17 minutes, proceeding on its way
for some 203 m. The launch then left in the direction of occupied
Palestinian territorial waters.

2 October

1905

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for five minutes, proceeding on its way for some 166 m.
Crew members directed a searchlight towards Lebanese territorial
waters as the left Lebanese territorial waters, heading in the
direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.

3 October

0914

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for 11 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 185 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

1728

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for two minutes, proceeding on its way for some 259 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

2210

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, from inside occupied Palestinian territorial
waters, the crew of an Israeli enemy military launch directed a
searchlight towards Lebanese territorial waters.

2242

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for two minutes, proceeding on its way for some 111 m.
Crew members fired a flare shell over and directed a searchlight
towards Lebanese territorial waters, and sounded warning sirens.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

0035

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for 10 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 296 m.
Crew members fired a flare shell over Lebanese territorial waters.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

1810

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for six minutes, proceeding on its way for some 333 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

4 October
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5 October

1005

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for 55 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 333 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

1900

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for 34 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 314 m.
Crew members fired a flare shell over and directed a searchlight
towards Lebanese territorial waters, and spoke in Hebrew over
loudspeakers. The launch then left in the direction of occupied
Palestinian territorial waters.

1930

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for 55 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 296 m.
Crew members directed bursts of gunfire and a searchlight
towards Lebanese territorial waters. The launch then left in the
direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.

2035

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for five minutes, proceeding on its way for some 370 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

6 October

1752

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for 13 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 241 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

8 October

0729

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for three minutes, proceeding on its way for some 167 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

9 October

2010

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, from inside occupied Palestinian territorial
waters, the crew of an Israeli enemy military launch directed a
searchlight towards Lebanese territorial waters.

10 October

1135

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for five minutes, proceeding on its way for some 50 m.
The crew members fired a percussion bomb over Lebanese
territorial waters. The launch then left in the direction of
occupied Palestinian territorial waters.

11 October

0235

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, from inside occupied Palestinian territorial
waters, the crew of an Israeli enemy military launch fired a flare
shell over Lebanese territorial waters.
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0841

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for six minutes, proceeding on its way for some 270 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

1520

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for seven minutes, proceeding on its way for some 333 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

1905

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for 15 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 314 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

2015

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for 25 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 277 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

0006

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for six minutes, proceeding on its way for some 333 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

1710

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for three minutes, proceeding on its way for some 277 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

1742

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for two minutes, proceeding on its way for some 351 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

13 October

1707

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for 17 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 389 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

14 October

0756

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for four minutes, proceeding on its way for some 240 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

12 October
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1254

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for four minutes, proceeding on its way for some 352 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

0645

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for three minutes, proceeding on its way for some 407 m.
The crew members sounded warning sirens for two minutes The
launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial
waters.

1835

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, from inside occupied Palestinian territorial
waters, the crew of an Israeli enemy military launch fired at
Lebanese territorial waters.

1900

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for 10 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 352 m.
Crew members fired two flare shells over Lebanese territorial
waters. The launch then left in the direction of occupied
Palestinian territorial waters.

17 October

1615

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for seven minutes, proceeding on its way for some 204 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

20 October

0638

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for seven minutes, proceeding on its way for some 204 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

1743

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for seven minutes, proceeding on its way for some 314 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

0300

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for two minutes, proceeding on its way for some 148 m.
Crew members fired a flare shell over Lebanese territorial waters.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

16 October

23 October
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24 October

0300

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for three minutes, proceeding on its way for some 185 m.
Crew members fired a flare shell over Lebanese territorial waters.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

0746

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for 14 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 240 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

0859

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for 10 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 277 m.
The crew members sounded warning sirens. The launch then left
in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.

2230

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for two minutes, proceeding on its way for some 203 m.
Crew members fired a flare shell over Lebanese territorial waters.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

25 October

2000

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, from inside occupied Palestinian territorial
waters, the crew of an Israeli enemy military launch directed a
searchlight towards Lebanese territorial waters.

26 October

0720

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for four minutes, proceeding on its way for some 204 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

1658

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for three minutes, proceeding on its way for some 240 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

1830

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for 10 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 407 m.
Crew members directed a searchlight towards Lebanese territorial
waters. The launch then left in the direction of occupied
Palestinian territorial waters.
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1858

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for four minutes, proceeding on its way for some 407 m.
Crew members fired three flare shells over Lebanese territorial
waters. The launch then left in the direction of occupied
Palestinian territorial waters.

1310

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for 42 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 203 m. At
1320 hours, three divers plunged into Lebanese territorial waters,
opposite the second buoy. At 1350 hours, the divers boarded the
vessel, bringing with them the second buoy The launch then left
in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.

2035

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, from inside occupied Palestinian territorial
waters, the crew of an Israeli enemy military launch directed a
searchlight towards Lebanese territorial waters.

29 October

0912

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for four minutes, proceeding on its way for some 296 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

30 October

0623

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for three minutes, proceeding on its way for some 314 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

0834

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for six minutes, proceeding on its way for some 203 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

0454

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for 56 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 314 m.
Crew members fired several rounds towards Lebanese territorial
waters and some Lebanese fishermen, without injuring anyone,
and directed a searchlight towards Lebanese territorial waters.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

0917

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for three minutes, proceeding on its way for some 296 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

1618

Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated
the southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433
(2011) for two minutes, proceeding on its way for some 185 m.
The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian
territorial waters.

27 October

31 October
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3 October

1135

An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese
airspace, entering over the sea off Damur. It circled over Beirut
and its suburbs, Ba‘abda and Alayh before leaving at 1545 hours
over the sea west of Khaldah.

1405

An enemy Israeli reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese
airspace, entering over the sea west of Shikkah. It proceeded to
the south as far as Naqurah before leaving at 1430 hours over the
sea west of Naqurah.

1400

An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese
airspace, entering over Yarun. It circled over the South before
leaving at 1440 hours over Rumaysh.

1440

An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese
airspace, entering over Yarun. It circled over the South before
leaving at 2045 hours over Kafr Kila.

1620

A drone violated Lebanese airspace, entering over Alma al-Sha‘b.
It breached the Blue Line before returning to the south of it at
2216 hours. The drone then breached the Blue Line again before
disappearing from view.

0705

An enemy Israeli reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese
airspace, entering over Alma al-Sha‘b and heading north. It
disappeared from radar screens at 0710 hours over the sea off
Khaldah.

2250

An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese
airspace, entering over Kafr Kila. It circled over the South before
leaving at 0500 hours on 6 October over Kafr Kila.

6 October

2015

Two Israeli enemy drones approached from occupied Palestinian
territory and violated Lebanese airspace, entering opposite Mays
al-Jabal at point B64 and proceeding on their way for some 150 m.
They then circled at medium altitude, proceeding as far as the
town’s residential neighbourhoods They left at 2035 hours,
heading towards occupied territory.

8 October

0910

A drone violated Lebanese airspace, approaching from inside the
Israeli enemy’s Humayri position, opposite the town of Wazzani.
The drone proceeded on its way for some 200 m and the circled at
low altitude over the Wazzani resorts. It left at 0930 hours,
heading towards occupied territory.

0920

A crop duster violated Lebanese airspace opposite the town of
Abbasiyat al-Ghajar, spraying pesticide on the outskirts of the
town of Ghajar. It left at 0940 hours, heading towards occupied
territory.

4 October

5 October
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0925

An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese
airspace, entering over the sea off Damur. It circled over Beirut
and its suburbs, Ba‘abda and Alayh before leaving at 1325 hours
over the sea off Damur.

10 October

2000

An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese
airspace, entering over the sea west of Damur. It circled over
Beirut and its suburbs, Ba‘abda and Alayh before leaving at 0100
hours on 11 October over the sea west of Damur.

11 October

2300

An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese
airspace, entering over Yarun. It circled over the South before
leaving at 2320 hours over Rumaysh.

20 October

1030

An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese
airspace, entering over Kafr Kila. It circled over the Hasbaya and
Marja‘yun before leaving at 1220 hours over Kafr Kila.

21 October

0900

An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese
airspace, entering over the villages in the Arqub area. The aircraft
left at 1000 hours.

1045

An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese
airspace, entering over Naqurah. It proceeded as Hasbaya before
leaving at 1120 hours over Hasbaya.

1300

Two Israeli enemy warplanes violated Lebanese airspace,
entering over Kafr Kila and heading north. They proceeded as far
as Shikka and then circled over all regions of Lebanon before
leaving at 1405 hours over the sea off Naqurah.

22 October

1315

An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese
airspace, entering over Aytarun. It circled over the South before
leaving at 1555 hours over Rumaysh.

24 October

1430

Two Israeli enemy warplanes violated Lebanese airspace,
entering over Kafr Kila and heading north. They proceeded as far
as Shikka and then circled over all regions of Lebanon before
leaving at 1515 hours over the sea west of Jubayl.

25 October

2230

An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese
airspace. It circled over the town of Shab‘a and the Arqub heights
before leaving at 2300 hours.

26 October

1435

An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese
airspace, entering over Rumaysh. It circled over the South before
leaving at 1705 hours over Rumaysh.

1700

An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese
airspace. It circled over the villages in the Arqub area before
leaving at 1830 hours.

1700

Three Israeli enemy helicopters violated Lebanese airspace and
circled at low altitude over the occupied Shab‘a Farms. They left
at 1830 hours.
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1915

A drone violated Lebanese airspace, entering opposite Mays
al-Jabal at point BP31 and proceeding on its way for some 150 m.
It then circled at medium altitude, proceeding as far as the town’s
residential neighbourhoods It left at 1940 hours, heading towards
occupied territory.

1930

An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese
airspace, entering over the sea off Damur. It circled over Beirut
and its suburbs and Ba‘abda before leaving at 2225 hours over
the sea off Damur.

1150

An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese
airspace, entering over Naqurah. It circled over the South before
leaving at 1315 hours over Kafr Kila.

1855

A drone violated Lebanese airspace, approaching from the Israeli
enemy’s Humayri position, opposite the town of Wazzani. The
drone proceeded on its way for some 250 m before leaving at
1910 hours in the direction of occupied territory.

0705

An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese
airspace, entering over the sea west of Damur. It circled over
Beirut and its suburbs and Ba‘abda before leaving at 0900 hours
over the sea west Damur.
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